
The October Surprise?  

 

Rahm Emanuel once said that Democrats should never let a crisis go to waste. I am sure he 

deeply believes that a crisis must be "politicized" regardless to whether the crisis is natural or 

man-caused. It is my view that this sudden surfacing of pipe bombs at locations across the 

country targeting high-profile Democrats and a news outlet that support democrats (CNN) seems 

very suspicious. Frankly it is as suspicious and the "suspicious packages". One must keep in 

mind that the Democrats are experts at accusing others of the very things they are guilty of.  

 

Therefore, it would not surprise me if it is determined that they set this hold thing up as their 

diabolical "October Surprise" in order to portray themselves as targets/ victims of violence from 

people on the right with the hope that it will negatively impact Republican candidates in the 

midterm election.  

 

My theory is that this is a well-orchestrated, secretly coordinated and manufactured crisis.  This 

is another tactic from the Alinsky playbook to frame, accuse and destroy their opponent...namely 

President Donald Trump. Their mission is to shift the acts of violence that they have been 

perpetrating and condoning from them to the President and all Republicans.  

MSNBC (another media outlet that is anti-Trump) has already begun propagandizing and 

blaming President Trump for promoting domestic terrorism. But when left-wing protestors were 

attacking innocent people and destroying property, CNN and MSNBC described their vicious 

behavior as "peaceful protest". 

 

I feel confident that when a thorough forensics investigation is completed the truth will be 

known. This is all too suspicious. George Soros, the man whose money fuels groups like Black 

Lives Matters and ANTIFA as well as other anti- American groups, targeted. Hillary, " no 

civility till we are back in power”, just happen to be in Florida where a bomb surfaced. Targeted. 

Eric Holder, " they go low, kick’em, targeted; Kamala Harris targeted. These individuals recently 

called for lack of civility and are all potential Presidential candidates for 2020. Obama's targeted.  

 

Maxine "get in their face" Waters, targeted. John Brennan, "Trump committed treason", 

targeted.  Lastly, Debbie Wasserman-Shultz, a fugitive from justice, targeted. 

 

The Democrats and their left-wing supporters have been anti-law enforcement forever and a day 

for nearly a decade. Now the left-wing liberals are thanking law enforcement for their role in 

bravely responding to and protecting them from this " manufactured crisis"? Does not add up 

people. 

 

This is my view...accept it or reject it: THIS IS THE "OCTOBER SURPRISE" brought to 

you by those who are dedicated and committed to obstructing and resisting the Trump 

Administration. 

 


